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Tech help for older people:
partnering with Age UK
Sarah Botterill | 06 Dec 2021

AbilityNet has worked with Age UK to help close the digital inclusion gap for
older people in Wilshire in the wake of Covid-19 through a pilot called Click
& Connect.
The pilot, which included Age UK, AbilityNet and Wiltshire Sight, explored
barriers to technology among older people and has boosted confidence in
using technology.

Barriers to using technology among older
people
According to a report by Age UK, among older people (52+) who’d like to
use the internet more, the biggest perceived barrier is a lack of digital
skills, according to a report by Age UK. Among over 75s, some 79%
reference a lack of digital skills.
Age remains a significant barrier to being online, with 77% of over 70s
having Very Low digital engagement, said Age UK
The main barriers Age UK identified at the pilot’s start were:
•

Affordability
• Accessibility
• Motivation
• Skills and confidence
For support with technology call our free helpline on 0800 048 7642

Successful connections: boosting confidence
through a partnership

AbilityNet worked to support the pilot’s aims to help older people identify
and achieve their goals in accessing and using technology. Specifically, we
conducted a basic IT skills audit for older people in the pilot and provided
1-2-1 support.
Confidence was the most significant barrier to using technology (69% cited
this at the outset).
However, one year later, people’s confidence had significantly increased,
with participants citing a level of 6.4 out of ten compared to 3.8 at the
project’s start.
As a result of Click & Connect, 72% said they’d overcome a lack of
confidence.
“I was frustrated with my computer, but now I know how to do simple things
like remove icons. Click & Connect are very patient and don’t use jargon,
perfect for when you are over 90!” said Jeanne, 90 from Malmesbury.
See How we helped Peter overcome challenges through Click &
Connect

Who we helped through Click & Connect
AbilityNet specialises in helping disabled, and older people use technology
through our volunteer network and free online tools, and so this was a
perfect partnership.
The Click & Connect pilot reached 76 people, of whom 50 have received
help with their technology issues. We helped support people aged 50-90
with the majority (51.5% aged 75-84).
The majority, three out of four, were women.
For support with technology call our free helpline on 0800 048 7642
Of those we helped, the majority achieved their goals; in 67% of the cases,
the client’s goals were either reached or success anticipated. Where
participants didn’t achieve their goals, this was because a family member
intervened (27%).
Overall the pilot proved a need for the service.
How we've helped the roll-out of tablets and tablets in the community
during Covid-19

5 ways to accelerate your digital
accessibility agenda
Sarah Botterill | 01 Dec 2021

Digital accessibility is a constantly evolving task, but you can accelerate
past competitors by embedding a culture of digital accessibility.
Here are 5 tips or "Change Agents" that can help accelerate your digital
accessibility agenda. We've based these tips on our exclusive survey
and free white paper.

1. Build a network of accessibility champions
Having a network of accessibility champions will help you embed a culture
of digital accessibility throughout an organisation. However, building and
maintaining one needs buy-in from senior leadership, and you'll need to
motivate and grow your network. Read our tips on building a digital
accessibility champions network.

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

2. Have clarity of leadership around digital
accessibility
Our survey of accessibility leaders reveals that the majority think digital
accessibility is everyone's responsibility. It is, and that's why a champions'
network can help to disseminate cultural change. However, you also need
strong leadership to show people the way. You'll find leadership tips, white
papers and more at TechShare Pro 365, including:
•
•
•

The Valuable 500, a global movement for change
How digital inclusion can drive diversity and inclusion
TechShare Pro video archive

FREE White Paper: Change Agents: How can C-Suite and IT leaders
build a culture of digital accessibility?

3. Have a clear vision for what digital
accessibility means to your organisation
Measuring the progress of digital accessibility is problematic. You need a
clear roadmap, defined ambitions, and then you can establish where you
are - and where you're going. Maturity Models are a fantastic tool to
confirm where you are and where you're heading.
YouTube video player
Find out more about AbilityNet's Digital Accessibility Maturity Model
(DAMM) or call us on +44 (0)1926 465 247

4. Embrace the business benefits of digital
accessibility

There are tangible business benefits from being inclusive by design and
embracing digital accessibility culturally and within your products and
services.
Find out more about building a business case for accessibility,
including:
•
•
•

How to build a budget for digital accessibility
The Business case for accessibility in numbers
10 ways to build a business case for accessibility

5. Hold yourself to account for progress around
digital accessibility
Accountability is vital, yet our white paper reveals that crucial metrics for
measuring digital accessibility, notably WCAG, aren't reviewed at the board
level.
Find out more about The Valuable 500 - a movement encouraging boardlevel discussion around disability and inclusion.

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

How AbilityNet can Help
•
•
•
•
•

More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
Sign-up for regular email updates

What do C-Suite leaders think
about digital accessibility?

Sarah Botterill | 01 Dec 2021

Digital accessibility benefits staff, customers, profit margins and drives
brand value – and it’s the right thing to do. But how do you go about it?
The C-Suite has a pivotal role in driving accessibility by leading from the
top, but what do C-Suite professionals think about digital accessibility?
Our exclusive survey [methodology] reveals leaders’ attitudes to digital
accessibility [link] and six “Change Agents [link]” that can accelerate your
digital accessibility agenda.
FREE White Paper: Change Agents: How can C-Suite and IT leaders
build a culture of digital accessibility?

Digital Accessibility and the need for
continuous improvement
In our survey, 22% of C-Suite execs perceive digital accessibility as a
“never-ending task.” They listed it as a barrier, but it means there are
multiple opportunities to get it right for others.
Digital accessibility is a cycle of continuous improvement and part of a
“pivot from project to product,” said Manila McLean, Chief Information
Officer at Newcastle Building Society, speaking at TechShare Pro 2021.
“These are not projects to build, and then they are done. The customer’s
device changes, how they consume media changes and influences how we
do what they consume financial services.”
See 10 accessibility insights from C-Suite professionals
McLean added: “So if we are standing up digital products, those will never
be done. There will always be opportunities for improvement and
continual revolution.”
Gerard McGovern, CIO, Guide Dogs for the Blind Association, agrees. “A
saying I like is that if you are not embarrassed by the first version of a
product you put out, you’ve probably spent too long making it,” he said.
“You get out the door, get feedback, learn from that, improve the product.
And that is what is exciting.”
FREE White Paper: Change Agents: How can C-Suite and IT leaders
build a culture of digital accessibility?
Accessibility begins with an Inclusive design
It’s vital to build accessibly, said Ritam Gandhi, Founder of Studio
Graphene. “For a lot of people, it [accessibility] is an afterthought. Success
is accessibility by design.”
McGovern agrees: “Years ago, security by design wasn’t that popular, but I
can guarantee now no one is designing products without security.
He added: “When you do discover there are problems, and you will, it costs
significantly more time and resource to fix them, and your reputation
invariably is damaged if it is a security issue. The same is true
with accessibility.”

What are the drivers for digital accessibility?
However, the main driver for digital accessibility is still more stick than
carrot, says our survey. Of the respondents, 71% cited the need to comply
with regulations as “Very” or “Extremely” Important while customer-led
factors rated lower:
•

Hearing from customers who are unable to access services (60%)
• Creating more accessible products for customers (59%)
• Encouraging customers to engage with companies as an ethical
brand (50%).
See 5 ways to accelerate your digital accessibility agenda
Yet, for our panellists, a focus on customers is paramount. “The customer
is at the heart of what we do. And the diversity around our customer base
means we will have customers who at times, or permanently, have
accessibility needs,” said McLean.
She added: “If you look at some of the other big topics, like diversity and
inclusion and equity and sustainability, it’s on par with those topics, and
everybody needs to show we are working and taking positive to be
as inclusive as possible.”
YouTube video player

Measuring the return on digital accessibility
Measuring the impact of digital accessibility is the top challenge facing the
C-Suite. “It’s very hard to measure the impact,” said Ritam Gandhi,
Founder of Studio Graphene, speaking at TechShare Pro.
McGovern says there has, however, been a shift from how content loos to
a focus on the content. “Who remembers the welcome pages you had to
click through with lots of flashing text because someone discovered you
could easily do that in HTML? We’ve been on a journey where
accessibility for everyone is more important.”
Measuring impact, he says, is about listening to customer feedback.
“It’s very easy to find out when you’ve done it wrong because people will let
you know. So, if you are not hearing that, that is sometimes no news is
good news.”

Download the FREE White Paper: Change Agents: How can C-Suite and
IT leaders build a culture of digital
accessibility? https://www.abilitynet.org.uk/how-accelerate-yourdigital-accessibility-...

About the survey
On AbilityNet’s behalf, The Dennis Insights team reached out to 78 UK
based C-suite executives in July 2021. Questions took the form of an
online survey, which, on average, took less than 10 minutes to complete.
Some 76% of respondents were DA decision-makers.

How AbilityNet can Help
•
•
•
•
•

More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
Sign-up for regular email updates

10 digital accessibility insights from
C-Suite professionals: FREE
download
Sarah Botterill | 30 Nov 2021

AbilityNet’s exclusive survey of C-Suite professionals reveals what the CSuite thinks about digital accessibility. Below are ten critical statistics are
taken from the survey.
We’ve also listed related links that answer some of the issues raised.
1. 26 per cent of C-suite respondents believe they “lack the internal
skills and experience” to drive digital accessibility.
2. Only 50 per cent of C-suite executives rate the statement “customers
are more likely to buy from us as an ethical brand” as “very” or
“fairly” important.
3. 22 per cent see digital accessibility as a never-ending task.
4. Fewer than 50 per cent of those surveyed have a named
person who is responsible for digital accessibility.

5. 32 per cent said measuring the impact of digital accessibility is the
most significant barrier.
Download the full report

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

15% say it is hard to secure a budget for digital accessibility
44% believe digital accessibility is “everybody’s responsibility.”
22% have a clear vision outlining their vision for digital accessibility
50% have a budget allocated for training in digital accessibility
76% of our survey respondents were digital accessibility decisionmakers
10.
Watch a video of the launch of the white paper
YouTube video player

Related links
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find out more about our digital accessibility training
How digital inclusion can boost your brand
Tips from accessibility leaders
Our Digital Accessibility Maturity Model (DAMM) can help you
measure your progress
How to secure a budget for digital accessibility
Download our paper on digital accessibility champions
The Business Case for digital accessibility
Download our catalogue including an A to Z of accessibility
services
Call our Digital Accessibility Services team on +44 (0)1926 465 247

The Valuable 500, a global
movement for change: TechShare
Pro 2021
Sarah Botterill | 17 Nov 2021

It has been a milestone year for Caroline Casey and The Valuable 500, the
global movement she founded just three and a bit years ago to “break the
CEO silence” on disability. She joined us at TechShare Pro 2021 to talk
about the next steps to build a "murmuration" of support with other
organisations and groups.

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

The Valuable 500 reaches 500 signatories
Speaking at TechShare Pro 2021, Casey celebrates reaching her goal of
500 signatories from CEOs of the world’s largest and most influential
companies.
“The Valuable 500 was created for several reasons,” said Casey, “to get
the commitment and attention, and intention of the world’s most influential
CEOs to support the business in integrating disability inclusion across their
supply chains.”
Another key aim is to make those at the top accountable and, in Casey’s
words, to “end the inclusion delusion that left disability outside the inclusion
and diversity agenda.”
Read how digital accessibility can help drive diversity and inclusion

What’s next for The Valuable 500?

From the outset, Casey wanted to create a “collective mass” to drive
systemic change. Fast forward three years to May 18, 2021, and The
Valuable 500 is the world’s biggest CEO coalition after UN Global
Compact, an organisation addressing climate change.
“We are 500 companies. We represent 20 million employees, 41 countries
headquartered, 64 sectors, and 8 trillion in revenue,” said Casey.
So, what’s next? There’s little rest for Casey, who now wants to activate the
community and drive systemic change. All companies who joined had to
make a leadership commitment, which will be audited and published in
January 2022.
But that was just the start.
The next step, says Casey, is an ambitious transformation programme.
“That’s around the culture of the business, the comfortableness of the CSuite in it, the customer experience, the gaps in reporting and research,
and really trying to drive change around representation,” said Casey.

A murmuration of support
Casey believes we’ve reached a tipping point and that joining forces with
other movements and campaigns will create “A movement that is just
unstoppable.”

“This moment in time, [is a] moment to collaborate…I think our greatest
power is these collective units. It’s like a murmuration of starlings in the
sky, moving in one direction and hopefully driving that change,” said
Casey.
Support from iconic companies
The Valuable 500 plans to work with “13 iconic companies” to accelerate
this transformational change and to test models for doing it.
The companies include Allianz, the BBC, Deloitte Global, EY, LSEG,
Mahindra Group, Procter and Gamble, Sky, Sony Group, and Verizon.
YouTube video player
In addition, The Valuable 500 will continue to campaign. “We identify the
best in class, the greatest innovations. And we challenge, I mean, that’s
what we’re here to do: challenge and support each other. But I hope by this
time, next year, you will have at least four of our iconic solutions out in the
marketplace,” said Casey.
Already, ‘supergroups’ are coming together and driving change, having
joined up with WeThe15.
“We’re starting to each help each other, whether it’s changed through
sports, through pop culture, change through business [or] change through
policy,” said Casey.
Casey added: “What’s exciting bringing these kinds of mass movements
together to create a fully global, collective of change where we can all
participate regardless of what our expertise is, our passion, our level we’re
allies for each other.”

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

How AbilityNet can Help

•
•
•
•
•

More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
Sign-up for regular email updates

Empowering people through
digital inclusion: TechShare Pro
2021
Sarah Botterill | 17 Nov 2021

When passion, people, purpose and – yes – a pandemic collide, it creates
an alchemy that’s ripe for driving digital accessibility. So said European
executives from Microsoft, Nestlé, and Shell at TechShare Pro 2021.
The world-class panel included:
•
•
•
•

Pilar López, Vice President for Sales, Marketing and Operations for
Microsoft Western Europe
Cristina Ghetti Head of Workforce360, Nestlé
Alisa CL Choong, SVP CIO, Information & Digital Services and
Operations at Shell Information Technology International
Moderated by Corie Brown, Continuity Announcer, Co-chair of
4Purple

Based on the speakers' insights we've created 5 tips for creating a
competitive advantage

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

A personal passion for inclusion and digital
accessibility

The speakers’ passion shone through each speaking of their connection to
disability and digital accessibility.
“Microsoft’s mission is to empower every person on the planet to achieve
more, and that includes empowering anyone with any type of disability,”
said Pilar López, Vice President for Sales, Marketing and Operations for
Microsoft Western Europe.
Personal experience drives Shell’s Alisa Choong’s passion for accessibility.
Her older brother lost his right arm while studying for a mechanical
engineering degree.
Choong said: “It has been a personal ambition to make sure there’s
equality for everyone. I live with glaucoma, so I want to be in one of the
world’s most open and inclusive organisations. That’s what Shell wants to
create.”
Cristina Ghetti, Head of Workforce360, Nestlé, describes two ‘aha’
moments that fuelled her passion for accessibility – one personal and
team-related.
“I had major surgery, and I ended up on crutches for several months. I felt
vulnerable. I felt exposed. I started to pay attention to the world around me
with a different, more vulnerable eye,” said Ghetti.

Ghetti also described working with a team member with Asperger’s
syndrome. They found work difficult until they received headphones with
improved noise cancellation.
“It doesn’t take that much to make a massive difference to someone, and
that helped trigger this passion and attention [to digital accessibility],” said
Ghetti.
Find out more about building a business case for accessibility

Bring your people with you: adapting to Covid19
The speakers also referenced the pandemic’s impact, arguing that there
has been a positive change beyond the lost lives, illnesses, and lack of
social contacts.
Ghetti said: “We got to know more of each other: your house, your cats,
your dogs. Nobody blinks anymore if you hear children screaming in the
background. Because that’s truly the type of life we live, and it’s made us
more inclusive in this way.”

"It [Covid-19] has made us more inclusive," said Cristina Ghetti Head of
Workforce360, Nestlé.

But, Ghetti added, “We have to work to keep people included in the team. I
mean, have you checked on the introvert in your team.”
Choong agrees. “When I first worked from home, it was lovely – then it was
tiring in the mind. We rolled out Microsoft teams with captions in 28
languages. It’s not just for people who are hard of hearing. It makes a
difference to my mental health.”
A future focus on digital accessibility
In response to Covid-19, Shell set up a phone number staff could call if
they had a specific question about technology and disability. Similarly,

Microsoft’s Lopez says the pandemic has highlighted the adjustments
people need.
“The number of people with disabilities has increased due to the pandemic
due to the indirect impact on mental health or the long Covid
consequences,” she said.
López added. “It is the time to be more inclusive, to include people with
disabilities. In Microsoft, we talk about disability as a strength, and we really
mean it.”
Listening to its people also helps Microsoft build better products, said
López. “It inspires us to make products more accessible by design for
people with disabilities but also for everyone else. That’s one of the positive
consequences of Covid-19.”
Find out more about how Microsoft is bridging the digital divide

Leading with a purpose to drive digital
accessibility

A key ingredient for organisational change is strong leadership.

López is the sponsor for accessibility in the Western Europe area team and
says she is “proud to bring people together to work for a more accessible
culture.”
For Ghetti, driving that cultural change means keeping conversations about
disability alive. “It’s critical we make this one of the big topics that we
discuss. I’ve seen how that commitment has worked on other big issues,
notably sustainability,” she said.
Succession planning and partnership working are other essential
ingredients, said López. “How do we make sure that we have succession
plans that include diverse candidates? That means people with different
backgrounds [and] disabilities.”
She added, “We are not alone on this one. It’s not Microsoft only. It is our
partners and the ecosystem,” said López. “To help our partners to tackle
societal challenges. For this, we have an initiative we call a Partner pledge,
and a commitment to accessibility is part of that pledge.”
As part of its public pledges, Shell became a signatory of The Valuable
500, and in 2020 the group CIO signed the accessibility technology charter,
Choong told attendees. It also hosted an accessibility hackathon, which led
to an app for use on Shell forecourts so disabled people could alert station
staff to any assistance required.
“It’s not only used by people with disabilities. You can use it if you are, for
example, a mother with a young child in the back,” said Choong.
Equally, it’s crucial to make accessibility part of a company-wide
conversation.
“One of the key things making a difference for us in driving this
conversation in Nestlé is the fact that we have a strong partnership with
important functions like HR. We have an HR Officer dedicated to diversity
and inclusion and particular attention with our communications team, so it’s
a company-wide conversation.”
Choong adds, “One of Shell’s pillars is powering lives, empowering,
inclusion. When people relate to the strategy, everyone comes with you.”
Read more: How digital accessibility can drive diversity and inclusion

5 Tips for creating competitive advantage
through digital accessibility

1. Have empathy for staff and customers: Our speakers revealed
how personal experience fanned their passion for digital accessibility.
So, encourage empathy, win hearts, and you’re halfway there.
2. Share your passion: The personal experiences of our pundits are
genuinely moving. So don’t be afraid to share your passion. It’s
infectious.
3. Focus on your people: As hybrid working becomes the norm,
technology can help people do more but don’t forget real people are
using the technology. So, check in on your team and make it easy for
them to ask for reasonable adjustments.
4. Embrace different ways of working: Now is the time to embrace
hybrid working, says Pilar López, Vice President for Sales, Marketing
and Operations for Microsoft Western Europe. Hybrid working means
an opportunity to be inclusive and to learn how services can be more
accessible.
5. Talk about accessibility: As a leader, it’s essential to keep the
accessibility conversation going. It highlights the issue’s significance
and drives change.

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders

How AbilityNet can Help
•
•
•
•
•

More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
Sign-up for regular email updates

Supporting people with learning
differences and disabilities during

Covid-19: Digital Lifeline Impact
Report
Sarah Botterill | 30 Sep 2021

Being part of emergency response for people with learning disabilities
during Covid-19 has been a learning experience for participants and us.
AbilityNet was proud to be a part of the emergency response Digital
Lifeline set up to provide devices, data and digital skills to digitally
excluded people with learning disabilities.

Find out more in our impact report
We’ve released an impact report detailing our progress to date
•
•
•
•

Download our impact report infographic
An audio version of our impact report infographic
A text-only version of the impact report infographic
Download an extended version of the impact report

The government’s Department set up the initiative for Culture Media and
Sport in response to Covid-19.
Good Things Foundation delivered the scheme in partnership with
AbilityNet and Digital Unite.
The project is also supported by Learning Disability England, the Voluntary
Organisations Disability Group, self-advocates and other disability and
digital inclusion organisations.

Making a difference to people and community
partners

AbilityNet was proud to deliver the specialist support element of the
emergency response.
Specifically, we’ve supported individuals and community partners that
applied for tablets on behalf of those with learning disabilities.
To date, we’ve supported 971 beneficiaries who received a tablet and 121
Community Partners by providing assessments, recommendations,
training, and support with the free tablets they received.
What have we learned from Digital Lifeline?
It’s been a rewarding and informative experience for everyone involved at
AbilityNet.
We’ve seen a real impact on beneficiaries. Some of the headlines are that
92% are better able to use technology, 92% feel more confident, and 76%
feel more connected to family and friends.
That last statistic is heart-warming as we know people with disabilities –
particularly with learning disabilities – were disproportionately affected by
Covid-19.
Some of the support we provided included adding Action Blocks – an
Android app that creates specific shortcuts – to the home screen of the
FREE tablets.
These can make it easier to access, for example, videoconferencing.
We also found the addition of a keyboard and a more robust case built
confidence.
Read how we’ve helped individuals
Learning from partners involved in Digital Lifeline
Equally, we’ve supported community partners who applied to get FREE
tablets for people they’re helping who have learning disabilities.
Of the 121 we’ve supported:
•
•
•
•

100% better able to support learners
92% knowledgeable and confident about tech
95% able to work in a more disability-inclusive way
100% better able to engage with learners

It’s been fantastic to work alongside the charity partners, too.
Find out more in our Impact report infographic

Keeping learning with Digital Lifeline
While we’re delighted with our impact to date, we’ve also learned about
some key areas where people with Learning Disabilities need ongoing
support.
Notably, there was low take-up around managing finances.
This was an emergency response, and future similar initiatives would
benefit from a longer time frame. There’s also a need for more learning and
support.
We’ll continue to support people with learning disabilities and community
partners.

How AbilityNet can Help
•
•

•
•
•

For support with devices, call our FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets including:
o Learning difficulties and computing
o Autism and computers
o Communication Aids
o How computers can help manage stress
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Themes to help young people navigate during the pandemic

How AbilityNet has already supported
individuals during the pandemic
•

Bringing communities and families together during Covid-19
• Free technology help in a time of Covid-19
• Providing remote support through TeamViewer
attachment:
Text only version - Digital Lifeline Impact report.docx
Digital Lifeline Recording.m4a.zip

How AbilityNet is helping
Birmingham City Council to close
the digital divide
Sarah Botterill | 21 Sep 2021

AbilityNet is working with Birmingham City Council on a city-wide project
designed to help close the digital divide, which Covid-19 brought into sharp
focus.
We are one of 40 organisations enlisted by the City Council in an initiative
designed to ensure that people across the city have access to tech
equipment, network connectivity and skills that will help improve their lives
notably developing careers and helping them to save money.
The initiative recognises that Covid-19 accelerated digital uptake. Notably,
Birmingham has seen a faster rate of digital inclusion up from 88.6% (2018)
to 91.4% (2019), according to a report by the City Council.

Digitally excluded citizens in Birmingham: a
stark contrast

The number of digitally excluded people has reduced, according to the
same report.
However, Birmingham City Council claims in its strategy document that
these statistics are in stark contrast to the “reality and lived experience for
Birmingham’s and the wider region’s vulnerable citizens,” a report added
that: “There is a strong link between social and financial exclusion and
digital exclusion and therefore, actions need to be designed to increase
digital inclusion activities.”
Read how we’ve been supporting digital exclusion initiatives
Digitally excluded groups in Birmingham
Birmingham City Council specifically points to people aged over 65 who are
more likely to be digitally excluded. In addition, 70% of people in
Birmingham with a learning disability do not have access to a laptop, tablet,
or PC.
A statement from the council said: “We can no longer accept that
thousands of young people in Birmingham do not have access to the
internet in their homes. The COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown made it
clear that digital inclusion is no longer a ‘luxury’ – it is a basic requirement
to succeed in modern society, with a significant impact on life chances.”

Skills and training for digitally excluded groups

AbilityNet is ideally placed to support people who do get access to
technology.
The national charity’s mission is to promote a “digital world accessible to
all,” and offers FREE support from a network of volunteers across the UK,
and online.
Amy Low, service delivery director for AbilityNet said of the initiative:
“I am really excited by the collaborative approach taken by Birmingham City
Council to pull together a comprehensive vision for digital inclusion in the
city.
She added, “AbilityNet is keen to support this and would welcome
discussions with any Birmingham based organisations wishing to connect
their service users to our support options.”
Find out more about our FREE services or call our helpline 0800 048
7642
Supporting access to technology during Covid-19
AbilityNet has supported disabled and older people to use technology for
over 20-years and has supported many of key initiatives during Covid-19.
Notably, we have supported people with learning disabilities and
difficulties, helped the NHS deliver online mental health support to
people affected by trauma, and supported the BAME Community in
Basildon.

How AbilityNet can help
•
•
•

Call AbilityNet's FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!

Related content
•
•
•
•
•

Low-cost broadband from BT and other telecoms providers
How AbilityNet is supporting blind and disabled people through
BeMyEyes
Supporting JennyRuth workshops through Digital Lifeline
Supporting community-based tablets and technology
Free technology help in a time of Covid-19

How digital inclusion can boost
your brand
Sarah Botterill | 16 Sep 2021

If data is the oil of the internet, then a company's brand is the currency of
the commercial world – and post-pandemic has never been more
important.
I’ve been reflecting on what makes a good brand.
Values are key, and companies spend thousands aligning their brands to
specific ones. However, what matters is whether those values truly align
with the values of your customers – and that’s been amplified by Covid-19.

Big brands embrace the digital divide

Covid-19 has highlighted global inequalities and inequalities across the UK.
Specific to AbilityNet’s mission of creating “a digital world accessible to all”,
it has focused on closing the digital divide.
We’ve supported a range of initiatives to get laptops, tablets and tech into
the hands of previously disenfranchised groups, including those
with Learning Disabilities, the Basildon BAME community, and videoconferencing initiatives to support isolated older people.
Importantly, the DCMS initiative supporting people with learning disabilities
provide connectivity as well as devices.
Read how global brands are embracing a culture of inclusion

Telecomms companies tackling the digital
divide

We’ve seen Telecomms companies stepping up in a bid to close the digital
divide. For example, BT offers low-cost broadband to those eligible for
Universal Credit – a scheme more likely to benefit disabled people.
Vodafone has made a public commitment to “end digital poverty” with many
initiatives, including partnering with the Trussell Trust. Specifically, it will
offer a household free connectivity for up to a year for every Vodafone
Together Household under a Buy One Give One Scheme. It is also
encouraging individuals and businesses to donate unwanted technology
under The Great British Tech appeal.
Virgin Media O2 and Good Things Foundation have launched the National
Databank providing free mobile data to people in need.

Ethics, Corporate Social Responsibility and ESG
Companies genuinely want to close the digital divide, but they’re launching
these schemes because they’re good for their brand reputation.
A 2021 report by Deloitte found that 28% of consumers have stopped
buying certain products due to ethical or environmental concerns, while
32% of consumers are highly engaged with adopting a more sustainable
lifestyle.
Information on building a business case for digital accessibility

Vodafone’s Great British Tech Appeal is a great example of an initiative
that ticks the Environmental and Social boxes of ESG (the G stands for
Governance). Taking back tech means fewer devices going straight to
landfill. Getting it into the hands of people who can’t afford it has a social
benefit.
There’s clearly overlap with Corporate Social Responsibility whereby
companies go over and above what’s necessary to deliver social,
economic, and environmental benefits to anyone affected by their business
and its activities.
Find out more about CSR opportunities with AbilityNet

A digital world accessible to all?
AbilityNet’s mission is a digital world accessible to all. Sadly, disabled and
older people are disenfranchised by access to tech and inaccessible tech.
For example, the number of older people online has significantly increased
during Covid-19 (Citizens Online), yet they cannot do what they want or
need.
A report by YouGov and TextHelp found that 31% of older people struggled
to know what links to select online, and 63% found the visual design and
layout of websites confusing.
Similarly, many websites remain inaccessible to disabled people. For
example, a survey by WebAIM found that 98% of the million most-visited
web pages didn’t conform to international accessibility standards
(WCAG).
Schemes that target the digital divide are welcome and increase the
possibility of more people going online with specific needs or lacking digital
literacy.
What is WCAG, and why does it matter?
Digital inclusion is good for business
There are untold opportunities for embracing digital inclusion.
Many are waking up to the potential of embracing the so-called grey pound.
The International Longevity Centre claims that the neglected

opportunities of ageing could add 2% to UK GDP. By 2040 older people
will be spending 63p in every pound spent in the UK, up from 54p in every
pound in 2018.
Banks and finance companies should note that 85% of older people use
online services to manage their finances during Covid-19, according to the
YouGov and TextHelp report.

The added values of AbilityNet as a partner
AbilityNet takes pride in the charity’s values of integrity, inclusion,
innovation, and collaboration.
We are a Disability Confident Leader and communicate openly and act
with honesty, building relationships based on trust, respect and caring with
our staff and partners alike.
Inclusion is at the heart of our mission for a digital world accessible to all.
Our charitable FREE services provide support to individuals helping
disabled and older people through a network of 300+ volunteers and a
suite of digital tools.
We also provide support for the workplace and in education.
These activities are supported through our paid-for accessibility
services, which enable others to ensure that their websites and apps are
accessible to all.
In terms of innovation, we’re always exploring how to move the digital
accessibility agenda forward, culminating in TechShare Pro, the UK’s
largest accessibility show, which this year has a range of tech sponsors,
including Microsoft as its Gold Sponsor having recently made a five-year
commitment to accessibility.
Plus, we’re now partnering with Be My Eyes to support blind and visually
impaired clients.
Finally, we’re proven collaborators and love working in partnership with
charity partners and our clients.
Find out what our clients say about working with us
Through Covid-19, we’ve provided tech support to enable people living
with PTSD through an NHS partnership, support people with Learning

Disabilities and Difficulties in partnership with the government and other
charity partners and more.
Our charitable and paid work shares that common mission of a digital world
accessible to all. By working with us, you can be sure you have a partner
with shared values that’s helping to improve the lives of disabled and older
people.

How AbilityNet can Help
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
For support with devices, call our FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheet
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Sign-up for regular email updates

What does the new normal mean
for the workplace?
Sarah Botterill | 14 Sep 2021

The phrase “new normal” has been bandied around a lot but what does it
mean for the workplace, and how do we ensure that where and how we
work is inclusive?
Covid-19 has driven, perhaps, the biggest change to the workplace in
decades.
Register for our FREE webinar on How to create an Inclusive
Workplace. Find out more about the webinar.

How has the workplace changed postpandemic?

The obvious shift has been to homeworking with 46.6 adults working from
home in the UK as Covid hit, according to the Office of National Statistics
(ONS).
As things return to a new normal 85% of working adults saying hybrid
working (part home/part-office) based working is their preferred model
(ONS).
Yet, there is uncertainty from employers with 32% of businesses saying
they are not sure what proportion of the workforce will be working from their
usual place of work (ONS).

How has Covid-19 affected working people with
disabilities?
Sadly, Covid-19 disproportionally impacted disabled people including at
work.
For example, a staggering 71% of disabled people in employment were
affected by the pandemic through a loss of income, furlough, or
redundancy, according to a report by Leonard Cheshire.
Worryingly, 42% of employers were discouraged from hiring disabled job
applicants due to concerns around supporting them properly during the
pandemic says the same report. Little wonder the unemployment rate for

disabled people is 8.4% compared to an unemployment rate of 4.6% for
people who are not disabled.
For September only, get a 10% discount across all our accessibility
training, just use the code BackToSchool10. Book your training session
>>
For ‘Accessibility for HR’ workplace courses use the
introductory Workplace20 code to save 20%!

Hybrid working: a more inclusive approach?
There are pros and cons of the switch to hybrid working. Among the pros
are there’s no need to endure a tedious – and potentially stressful
commute. Public transport can present logistical challenges for disabled
people.
Equally, the switch to online meeting platforms such as Zoom, and Teams
brings some benefits. For example, support for captions can make
following meetings easier for people who have hearing loss.
Read our tips on how to host an accessible online meeting
But technology is not a panacea; captions are no substitute for BSL for
Deaf people.
Too much online work can be overwhelming. People with neurodiverse
needs may experience cognitive overload from too many Zoom meetings,
for example.
YouTube video player

Developing an inclusive workplace
Creating an inclusive workplace means considering cultural and practical
elements.
Culturally, there is a perception gap between employees and employers.
Nearly three-quarters of leaders (70%) feel they are creating empowering
environments where people feel belong and yet only 40% of employees
agree, says Accenture.

Additionally, the proportion of employees who do not feel included in their
organizations is 9x higher than leaders believe (18% vs 2%, respectively)
Register for our FREE webinar on How to create an Inclusive
Workplace. Find out more about the webinar.
How confident are you having conversations about disability and diversity
and inclusion? Is your recruitment inclusive? Do you have an inclusive
onboarding programme?
YouTube video player
Technology has a role to play, too. Digital accessibility can drive
diversity and inclusion if you ensure that internal platforms are accessible
to all, and that staff receiving training in how to use accessibility features.
AbilityNet has a comprehensive offering of workplace services and
information.

How AbilityNet can help
•
•
•
•

Find out more about our workplace services
Discover our accessibility for HR courses
Workplace support for employees
More on inclusive workplaces

Related links
•
•
•

Five ways to make your workplace more inclusive
How to create an accessible online workplace
Adapting the workplace for older generations

How to secure a budget for digital
accessibility
Sarah Botterill | 31 Aug 2021
As a digital professional, you know the benefits that come from an
accessible website or app. Greater reach with customers, innovation,
enhancing your brand reputation, better search performance and more.

However, sometimes you need to win the business case internally and to
convince your CEO, CFO or other colleagues of the return on investment
that digital accessibility brings.
Download our FREE PowerPoint Presentation

Based on AbilityNet's 20+ years of experience in digital accessibility and
building a digital world accessible to all, we've provided you with a simple
PowerPoint Presentation designed to help win the business case for
accessibility.
Secure a budget for digital accessibility from AbilityNet

More information on building a business case
for accessibility
The PowerPoint includes a range of statistics from reputable sources and
extracts from our FREE webinar on the Business Case for Accessibility.
Our FREE PowerPoint is informed by leading industry experts, including
Accenture, Google and others.
You'll find more assets, including an infographic, a downloadable report
and 10 tips on building a business case on our Business Case page.
“We now have a far better awareness of the particular challenges disabled
people face when using the internet and, due to AbilityNet’s support and
expertise, a much greater knowledge of how best to address these.”
David Barrett, BT's Inclusion and Accessibility Manager

How AbilityNet can help
AbilityNet has 20 years of expertise delivering accessible websites and
apps for leading international and UK brands.
•
•
•
•
•

Find out more about our products and services.
For a FREE telephone consultation, call our experts on +44
(0)1926 465 247 or email us.
Download our services catalogue and watch our video
Find out more about our role-based training or download
our training catalogue
Free webinars on accessibility and more

attachment:
Business Case_web.pptx_.zip

Tech help for people experiencing
traumatic stress
Sarah Botterill | 28 Jul 2021

Following a successful pilot project, AbilityNet will provide ongoing support
to people with PTSD through a partnership with the NHS, Jangala, Lenovo
and ASDA.
Since January, we've worked alongside psychologists at the Traumatic
Stress Clinic, a specialist mental health service within the Camden and
Islington NHS Foundation Trust, so that it could provide support during
Covid-19.
"Isolation can make PTSD symptoms worse," said Dr Julia Gillard, a clinical
psychologist at Camden and Islington NHS FT. "With face-to-face

appointments cancelled, we urgently needed to find a solution to ensure we
could reach all of our patients."
Dr Gillard and fellow clinical psychologist Jocelyn Blumberg began
approaching organisations that could help.
Read how we’ve been supporting tablets in the community

A holistic technology solution

The result was a coming together of healthcare, charity and business to
provide connectivity, technology, and community-based support.
Former Tech4Good Award winner Jangala provided the clinic with Get
Boxes so that those without an internet connection could keep in touch with
therapists.
Lenovo supports Jangala in a technical, financial and advisory manner,
providing equipment and expertise to help with the development and rollout
of its products.
The clinic also secured several tablets received as a donation from Asda,
secured by healthcare charity Helpforce as part of its #TabletsWithLove
campaign.

"The clients who received the tablets and Get Boxes were so grateful that
they were so easy to use," says Abbie Maulkerson, an assistant
psychologist at Camden and Islington NHS FT. "Setting up Wi-Fi can be
complicated. With Get Box, they were immediately up and running, able to
join online therapy sessions in next to no time."
Read more about how companies are delivering low-cost broadband
Building confidence through digital support
AbilityNet stepped up to provide FREE support to recipients of the Get
Boxes and tablets. In addition, our volunteers offered support as part of
the initial pilot.
"Access to digital has enabled people to continue accessing essential
services during lockdowns," says Sarah Brain, free services manager at
AbilityNet. "Our volunteer network understands how making simple
adjustments can help people to do key tasks. Volunteers work alongside
clients, at their pace, so that they learn and grow in confidence."
For FREE support call our helpline 0800 048 7642
"Even before the virus outbreak, people would say they'd email me, and I
had to explain that I didn't have the means for this," explains Jason, a client
at the clinic.
Jason continued: "I already felt outside of the bubble by not being
connected. Then last year, it became even worse. The world went online,
and I continually had to explain that I couldn’t use Zoom or Teams.”
Support from AbilityNet volunteers
AbilityNet ran a pilot programme to support ten clients, including Jason.
Volunteers took part in a training session for volunteers working with clients
with mental health difficulties, run by Dr Gillard and Blumberg. Following
this, AbilityNet volunteers and Jangala team members were on hand to
provide personalised support.
“You can’t just hand someone a tablet and hope they’ll be able to figure it
out,” adds Sarah Brain. “One aspect is setting up the tech so users can get
started. But it’s just as important to empower users to apply what they’re
being taught and maintain the knowledge.”

Find out more about the impact AbilityNet makes on people’s lives

Staying connected during the lockdown
For clients at the clinic, a digital connection transformed their lockdown
experience.
“It’s been absolutely everything, and I don’t know what I would have done
without it,” says Jason. “I dropped into remote sessions and attended video
appointments. I could order food deliveries online, so I didn’t need to keep
going to the supermarket. And I could speak to my son over Zoom, seeing
him on-screen when I couldn’t see him in person. It really has made such a
difference.”
Dr Gillard feels digital support should become a fundamental element of
healthcare with the world permanently changed post-pandemic.
“Access to healthcare is a basic human right, and if everything including
healthcare is going remote, access to the internet should be ensured,” she
explains. “Not only that, but bringing therapy into the home can be a huge
advantage for those suffering from mental health disorders. They are no
longer required to leave their comfort space; support can come to them.
Continuing support for the future
Following the pilot's success, the scheme will now roll out across the trust,
with tablets being given to people with a diverse range of needs.
The Trust has hired a Digital Inclusion Officer who will help with the
distribution of 180+ tablets. In addition, AbilityNet will continue to offer
specialised support to recipients.

How AbilityNet can help
•
•
•
•
•

Call AbilityNet's FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Themes to help young people navigate during the pandemic

Age and the digital divide during
Covid-19

Sarah Botterill | 14 Jul 2021

One of the legacies of Covid-19 will be that it shone the spotlight on the
digital divide, which disproportionately impacts older and disabled people.

Pre-pandemic, the number of people who had never or not recently used
the internet were more likely to be in mid to later life, according to the ONS.

Of those who had never or not recently used the internet, 32% were aged
between 50 and 69.
This equates to around 1 million people.
A report commissioned by the Centre for Ageing Better explores how
Covid-19 impacted digital skills and usage among older people.

Doing more with digital technology
Digital inclusion isn’t just about access to technology; it’s about skills and
confidence, concludes the report, which Citizens Online conducted.
Older people are more likely to be so-called “narrow” users and only
perform limited online activities daily.
Over 55s are more likely to be in this category than younger users, with
32% of 55–64-year-olds classified as narrow users and 49% of 65–74-yearolds.
Low awareness of local digital support
The report found low awareness of locally provided digital support from
organisations such as Citizens Online and AbilityNet.
The phone poll found that only 13% of people knew how to find local
support.
It also acknowledged the need for those providing support to pivot quickly
to provide support by phone or online (remote support) during the
pandemic.
Read our FREE factsheet for organisations providing remote support
Helping you do more with technology
AbilityNet supports older and disabled people to do more with their
technology.
Our network of 300+ volunteers supports people UK-wide. Covid-19
created a record year for our FREE tech help and saw us supporting
record numbers. Our FREE tool, My Computer My Way, helps people
unlock accessibility features and do more with desktop and laptop
computers and smartphones.

For FREE help and support, Call the AbilityNet Helpline on 0800 048 7642
Lack of motivation is a common barrier to doing more, says the Centre for
Ageing Better report. But, with support, people can achieve more, as our
own research shows. Of those who receive support from AbilityNet:
•

82% are better able to use technology
• 78% find it easier to manage day-to-day life
• 86% increased confidence
• 72% more independent
• 68% less isolated
Read our impact report for more on how we help individuals and
organisations

What next? Recommendations to close the
digital divide
The report makes recommendations to continue to close the digital divide.
Recommendations include greater recognition of the role of national and
local organisations supporting people with technology and more devices
being delivered into community settings.
AbilityNet has already seen the strength of delivering devices and
support in tandem for older people and those with learning difficulties
and disabilities.
Meanwhile, tech companies are stepping up to provide low-cost
broadband and schemes designed to close the digital divide.
The report also advocates encouraging peer support through digital
champions.
Volunteer for AbilityNet and help your community

How AbilityNet can help
•
•
•
•
•

Call AbilityNet's FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Themes to help young people navigate during the pandemic

10 ways to build a business case for digital accessibility

Sarah Botterill | 14 Jul 2021
How do you secure the budget you need for digital accessibility?
We asked industry experts and renowned TechShare Pro speakers for
their top tips on building a business case for digital accessibility. Based
on those interviews, here are ten tips on how to build a business case
for accessibility.
We are running a FREE webinar on the Business Case for Accessibility
Download the full report on The Business Case for Digital Accessibility
1. Leverage the impact of “Covid-19”
Image shows a picture of the Covid-19 virus under the
microscopeThere's no doubt that Covid-19 accelerates the business
case for accessibility.
Having almost everyone work from home during the pandemic
highlighted the demand for accessible digital platforms. If nothing else, it
showed up the accessibility issues that may not have been seen before.
Find out more about AbilityNet’s workplace services
For example, Caroline Casey, the founder of The Valuable 500, recalls
having to ask colleagues in virtual meetings to stop using text chat
because, as a blind woman, she can't read it.
Using online platforms such as Microsoft Teams and Zoom provides an
opportunity to include all your employees, whether it’s online captions for
people with hearing impairments or by including audio descriptions for
visually impaired people.

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders
2. Boost your online business
The pandemic prompted a seismic shift in shopping habits.
In March 2020, 40% of UK shoppers said they'd been shopping more
online than pre-pandemic. By February 2021, 75 per cent of UK
shoppers said they were shopping online more.
However, if your website isn’t accessible, you’ll lose customers.

In 2016, the Click-Away Pound Survey found that 4 million people
abandoned a retail website because of the barriers they encountered,
taking with them an estimated spend of £11.75 billion. In 2019, it grew to
£17.1 billion.
Find out more about how we can audit your website for accessibility
3. Listen to your customers
Big numbers make an impact, but there’s no substitute for customer
feedback, says The Business Disability Forum’s Lucy Ruck. “Personal
storytelling of someone you know, or someone you have a connection
with, means so much more than a big figure,” she says.
Call us to find out more about our Diverse Accessibility User Testing:
+44 (0)1926 465 247
4. Boost profits by driving inclusive policies
The literal bottom line is that money talks, and a diverse workforce is
proven to boost profits. Accenture's 2018 report "Getting to Equal; the
Disability Inclusion Advantage" identified a range of “champions”, bestin-class companies that excel in disability inclusion and equality – and
are twice as likely to outperform competitors.
The report also found that champions achieved 28% higher revenue and
a 30% better performance on economic profit margin.
The Disability Equality Index (DEI) reflects the growing focus on ESG
(Economic, Social and Governance) among businesses, markets, and
consumers.
Download our infographic for stats on the business case for accessibility
5. Convince your senior management team
Buy-in from your senior team is essential in building a business case for
accessibility, and multinationals are leading the way. For example, the
Valuable 500 brings together the "world's biggest CEO collective for
disability inclusion".
Members include Coca-Cola, Microsoft, Nestle, Unilever, Shell, the BBC,
and Vodafone. The list also includes 36 FTSE 100 companies, 46 of the
Fortune 500 and 28 of the Nikkei. The organisations have a combined
revenue of $8 trillion.
“If we do not have leaders at the top of their businesses, advocating and
speaking to this as a strategic business imperative, it's not going to get
done,” says Caroline Casey, founder of The Valuable 500.

Accessibility Leaders talk to our head of digital inclusion in the
TechShare Procast
6. Win customer loyalty through ethical policies
Companies riding the crest of the wave towards Economic, Social,
Governance – or ESG – are likely to win customers and customer
loyalty.
For example, 87% of millennials indicated the importance of ESG in
investment decisions. In 20 years, ethical consumerism has grown
three-fold from £11.2bn to £41.1bn in the UK.
A 2005 study examining consumer attitudes towards companies that hire
people with disabilities found that 92% of consumers felt more
favourable toward companies that hire individuals with disabilities.
Download the full report on The Business Case for Digital Accessibility
YouTube video player
7. Embrace the zeitgeist
A hot topic in the business community is ESG, and you don’t want to get
left behind.
ESG stands for Economic, Social and Governance. Seen by some as a
successor to corporate and social responsibility, ESG demands that a
business has measurable objectives against each area.
This performance benchmarking is important to shareholders and
customers. Factors companies can measure performance against
include:
Environmental: How a company addresses climate change such as
energy consumption, recycling rates and greenhouse emissions.
Social: A company’s record on diversity and inclusion, pay, equality,
social justice, and data privacy.
Governance: How the company manages executive pay, the diversity of
board directors and shareholder transparency.
The Disability Equality Index helps companies build a roadmap of
measurable, tangible actions that they can take to achieve disability
inclusion and equality.
Download The Business Case for Digital Accessibility

8. Use digital accessibility to close the disability gap
A diverse workforce benefits everyone within an organisation.
“Having someone with impairment [within your organisation], it is an
additional reminder that this is a community that we're building for,” said
Christopher Patnoe, Google's head of accessibility programs and
disability inclusion.
However, The Valuable 500’s Caroline Casey says there’s a lack of
senior management openly identifying as having a disability:
15-20% of the global population has some experience of disability
80% of disabled people have invisible disabilities
7% of C-Suite executives have a lived experience of disability
“If we do not have leaders at the top of their businesses, advocating and
speaking to this as a strategic business imperative, it's not going to get
done,” says Casey.
According to a report from the International Labour Organization, digital
investment can help close the gap. “Digital accessibility investment has
a universally positive impact on all users, internal and external, and is a
pre-requisite for sustainable and scalable hiring in serving people with all
different abilities,” it says.
Read more about how digital accessibility can drive diversity and
inclusion
9. Boost your brand narrative
Increasingly, there’s recognition that investing in digital accessibility
benefits your brand, particularly within the technology sector.
"Now we're in this really interesting place where the Googles, the Apples
and the Microsofts are competing on accessibility," said Google's
Patnoe. "It is a business advantage to have a good story. It has a halo
effect in terms of your brand," says Google’s Christopher Patnoe.
He cites Microsoft, who put an ad for its Xbox adaptive controller in the
middle of the Super Bowl, the most-watched sports event in the US.
That says Patnoe, "raised the visibility of accessibility from a major
corporation, from being something you do to feel good, to something that
you can compete on.”
Read more about How Microsoft is putting accessibility first
10. Embrace assistive technology

It’s easier than ever to make information accessible to all using assistive
technology. Microsoft, for example, has turned on its accessibility
checker in Microsoft Word by default. The checker sits beside the spellchecker within the Word Ribbon. The software giant hopes the
accessibility checker will become as ubiquitous as its neighbour.
Microsoft is also bringing Immersive Reader to PowerPoint. Both are a
step forward for making documents more accessible in the workplace.
VoiceOver in iOS15 will read out audio descriptions of images, but only if
the people building those web pages and apps add the alternative text
descriptions that enable this. If you don’t, you’re increasingly likely to be
caught out, risking customers clicking away from your website and
services and turning to providers who do.
The Click-Away Pound found that 63% of people use Assistive
Technology – up from 53% in 2016. The survey also saw an increase in
those using screen readers (58%), magnification (27%) and speech
recognition (23%).

Part of TechShare Pro 365: Insights for Accessibility Leaders
How AbilityNet can Help
More about our accessibility products and services
Learn about our Role-based accessibility training
Learn about our Workplace services
More about upcoming FREE webinars
Sign-up for regular email updates
attachment:
File The Business Case for Digital Accessibility.docx
PDF icon The Business Case for Digital Accessibility.pdf

Working together to tackle the
digital divide
Sarah Botterill | 30 Jun 2021

Spurred by the impact of Covid-19, telecom companies are offering
services designed to close the digital divide and create equal access to
technology.

BT has launched its low-cost fibre package, Home Essentials, as research
reveals that access to technology is essential for those on low incomes.

Over half of people from lower-income homes say that connectivity is more
important than ever to manage finances, learn new skills and help improve
job prospects, according to research released by BT.
The need for online access to services is particularly high among disabled
people. Yet 31% of disabled people reported difficulties accessing
groceries, medications, and essentials because of the pandemic compared
to 12% of non-disabled people, according to a briefing by the Joseph
Rowntree Foundation.
Find out how our volunteers have been supporting people during Covid19

The financial impact of Covid-19

The impact of Covid-19 has also increased financial pressures. Nearly one
in three (30%) need additional financial support, claims BT.
Financial pressures are likely to be higher among disabled people. People
with a disability are more likely to report household outgoings have
increased as a result of the pandemic as of September 2020, according to
Joseph Rowntree Foundation.
They are also more likely to be facing redundancy and have had work
adversely affected, the foundation says.

Supporting access to technology for lowerincome households

A raft of government and company initiatives are stepping up in a bid to
close the digital divide. AbilityNet is proud to be part of the Digital Lifeline
Fund, which has helped people with Learning Disabilities on low-incomes
access technology.
Read how we’re helping people with learning disabilities
Broadband access for low-income families
BT’s Home Essentials aims to offer low-cost broadband at home for
people claiming Universal credit. The company is providing broadband at
cost.
“BT’s purpose of Connecting for Good is at the heart of everything we do,”
said Marc Allera, CEO of BT’s Consumer Division.”
He added: “That’s why we’re launching BT Home Essentials, our low-cost
fibre package that will now include all customers on Universal Credit.”
Read how we helped people stay connected during the lockdown
Vodafone has also made a raft of announcements designed to bridge the
digital divide. Under Buy One Give One, Vodafone has pledged that for
every new and existing Vodafone Together customer, it will donate a SIM
card to someone in need of connectivity in partnership with the Trussell
Trust foodbank charity.
Recipients will receive free connectivity for up to a year.
“Digital poverty will not go away when COVID finally ends. This is a
problem with deep roots, and there is no vaccine to fix it. So, we need to
stay engaged and make big and lasting changes,” said Helen Lamprell,
General Counsel and External Affairs Director for Vodafone.
More on closing the digital divide from TechShare Pro

YouTube video player

Supporting people to use technology

Many will need help using technology once they can access it. As part of
BT’s announcement, BT will provide its 12,000 service colleagues with
extra training to better identify those who need assistance and help keep
them connected.
We've recently partnered with Be My Eyes to better support visually
impaired customers.
AbilityNet offers support to older and disabled people to adjust their
technology. We have over 300+ volunteers across the UK who have
been helping keep people connected during the lockdown.
We’re keen to work with companies like BT and Vodafone and are
committed to levelling up access to technology.
Find out how you could help others through Corporate Social
Responsibility

How AbilityNet can help
•
•
•
•
•

Call AbilityNet's FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Themes to help young people navigate during the pandemic

AbilityNet partners with Be My
Eyes to support blind and visually
impaired clients
Sarah Botterill | 28 Jun 2021

AbilityNet is proud to announce our
partnership with Be My Eyes, an innovative app that provides real-time
video assistance for individuals who are blind and visually impaired.
From June 28, AbilityNet support staff will be able to field calls from the
specialised help section of the App.
“We are thrilled to be partnering with Be My Eyes to enable us to support
more disabled and older users with their digital tech with one easy click,”
said Sarah Brain, Free Services Team Manager for AbilityNet.

What is Be My Eyes
Now with more than 5 million users and a growing family of company
partners, Be My Eyes is one of the largest “micro-volunteering” platforms in
the world. The innovative app is a former AbilityNet Tech4Good winner.
It has more than 4.5 million volunteers on call at all times to assist those
who need an extra pair of eyes at short notice. Volunteers can, for
example, tell someone the number of a house they’re standing outside or
let them know what’s on their computer screen.
YouTube video player

How AbilityNet will support people using Be
My Eyes
At a time when technology is making it possible for anyone in the world to
connect, we’ll be able to provide remote guidance and consultation about
accessing the digital world and support people who need visual
assistance.

Our 300+ volunteers span the UK offering support to disabled and older
people by helping them to adapt their technology.
Our volunteers offer free computer and technology support to older people
and people with disabilities of any age. You may have a problem with a
computer virus, need some help installing broadband or be confused about
updates or error messages. They have been working hard to support
people during Covid-19.
Our friendly volunteers are disclosure checked and can assist you by
phone or over the internet.
For support from an AbilityNet volunteer call 0800 048 7642
"AbilityNet provides an incredibly important service to people all over the
UK,” says Alexander Hauerslev, Chief Commercial Officer at Be My Eyes.
“We are thrilled to have them in the Be My Eyes family."
We’re proud to join companies such as Google, Microsoft and P&G as
organisational supporters of the blindness community and to lead the way
for charities leveraging technology to connect with their users and deliver
services in a whole new way.
Find out how Be My Eyes combines social purpose and sustainability

More information and support

•

To inquire about Be My Eyes, contact community@bemyeyes.com.

Support from AbilityNet
•
•
•
•
•

Call AbilityNet's FREE Helpline on 0800 048 7642
FREE factsheets
For FREE webinars and to see recordings visit AbilityNet Live!
How to find local support using the internet during Covid-19
Themes to help young people navigate during the pandemic

Use smart speakers for
independent living
Sarah Botterill | 03 Jun 2021

Millions of homes now include smart devices such as smart speakers,
doorbells, buttons and more.
Combining smart devices can empower people to live independent lives.
Here we present tips for setting up, using and adapting smart devices:
•
•
•

Smart home basics to get you started
Making the most of your smart speaker
Tips from an OT on applying smart tech in the home

The tips are best on a FREE AbilityNet webinar, which featured our Head
of Inclusion, Robin Christopherson MBE, TL Tech, a Tech4Good nominee
and Katie Harrison, an Occupational Therapist who is part of the team
behind the Wellwynd Hub, which has created its own smart home to learn
more about smart tech for people who need it.
Smart speakers are the best-known foundation blocks of a smarter home.
As AbilityNet’s Head of Digital Inclusion, Robin, said:
“They’re like your favourite virtual assistant in a can, or a ball or another
shape. They come in lots of different shapes and sizes. They are those
things that you can talk to, you know, talk to the air. And they'll answer.”
Combining these with other smart devices enables you to perform a
plethora of functions, including controlling lights, heating, setting reminders,
living a more independent life, or enabling a loved one to do so.

Smart home basics
Here are some general tips for setting up smart devices within your home.
1. Boost your connectivity

Make sure you have good Wi-Fi coverage before you introduce multiple
devices.
There are useful apps to analyse your Wi-Fi network, such as Wifi
Analyzer for Android and Network Analyzer for iOS.
Where you find issues, there are a few things you can do. Check your
Router and contact your internet service provider (ISP) as you might be
due an upgrade. Your ISP may offer a Wifi extender for greater coverage
throughout your property.
2. Secure your network

Security is a concern for many. TL Tech recommends changing the default
passwords on smart devices. You can use the app LastPass to help you
keep track of multiple passwords if you’re concerned you won’t remember
them all.
3. Register your device
Smart devices require a periodic update for security, or so they can do
more. Register the device with the manufacture during installation to make
sure you get updates.
4. Secure your home

The popularity of the Ring doorbell is growing. It can bring peace of mind
by allowing you to check who’s at the door without physically going to the
door. You can also buy smart sensors for doors and windows. Smart
sensors are useful for spotting intrusions and if you have a relative living
with dementia and are worried about them going outside on their own.
5. Use smart buttons for specific tasks

You can also use smart buttons such as Samsung SmartThings to control
individual functions. You can programme these to perform functions such
as controlling lights.
When adding devices into your network, compatibility is key.
On our webinar, TL Tech recommended looking for products that use
Zigbee. This is a decade-old standard within low-powered connected
devices such as smart home sensors, plugs and more. Amazon’s smart
speakers support Zigbee as standard.
The Zigbee Alliance is part of the Connected Home for IP initiative
renamed Matter, or the foundation for connected things. Matter aims to
make it easier to buy devices and know they’ll work with other devices at
home.

Making the most of your smart speaker
Here are some tips from AbilityNet Head of Digital Inclusion Robin
Christopherson on making the most of your smart speaker.
6. Who can use a smart speaker?
Your smart device is at the centre of controlling your home. Smart homes
are inclusive, and that means anyone, regardless of age, can use them. As
Robin says, “there’s no hurdle to using these types of devices.”
“You should be able to talk and have them helpfully give you the
information that you want or perform the task that you want. But particularly
with disabilities, you know, we need to look at how they can be customized
so that you can get the most out of them.

“They are on the whole a much simpler proposition than a desktop
computer. A smart speaker is another whole level up of simplicity where
you can ask it intuitive questions.”
7. Features for people with hearing impairments
The Amazon Echo has features for people with hearing and speech
impairments.
Captions within Amazon Echo

Echo devices with screens offer captions for YouTube, Netflix or Amazon
Prime, which is essential for people with hearing impairments. Alexa also
offers captioning on devices with screens and will display the answer to
your questions there. You will need to turn that on in the accessibility
settings.
Often, Alexa will put additional information on the screen. So, if you ask for
the weather forecast, she'll put a graphical summary on the screen.
Tap to Alexa: speak-free access

Tap to Alexa is a relatively new feature for people who can’t speak at all.
Alexa displays many titles on the screen to get quick actions, music, and
weather news, for example. With a single tap, you can get that functionality
straight away. There's also a question mark for accessing a keyboard and
an on-screen keyboard for typing in specific commands that other people
would speak out loud.
You can save those as quick tiles as well.
You can use your Echo Show without speaking to it, including calling and
messaging. You will get transcripts of messages, for example, up on the
screen.
8. Adjusting the colour on your smart speaker
You may wish to change the colour of your smart display. This is useful for
people who have colour deficit conditions.
Colour contrast can also play a role for people with Dyslexia.
Alexa includes colour inversion. Images will look quite strange, but for text,
black text on a white background or be inverted to make it really easy to
see. Alexa can also tweak colours for people with common colour deficit
conditions to see things more easily on the screen.

You can magnify what’s onscreen or use voice view. In that mode, the
device will talk to you and access the information that otherwise would be
on the screen.
9. Using the skills within your smart speaker

Google has Actions and Alexa Skills, which are akin to smartphone apps.
You can use your voice to open them. For Alexa, for example, say “Open”
and the name of the skill, and it will enable the skill from then on.
There are hundreds of thousands of Skills. They include games – you can
Ask Alexa to play 20 questions, for example – or ask her, “what are your
top quizzes?”
There’s a Bin Calendar, a skill for programming when you need to put out
the bins – it includes the Landfill Bin or Recycling bin.
Family notes is another useful Skill that enables you to leave virtual post-it
notes for family members.
For entertainment, you can ask your smart speaker to play the radio –
TuneIn for Alexa, for example – or to play Netflix if your device has a
screen. Big Sky is a weather app that provides localised weather within the
UK.

To discover the thousands of Apps available, Robin Christopherson has
two podcasts that cover what’s available.
YouTube video player
Listen to the weekly Echo Show and the Dot to Dot daily podcast.

Occupational Therapist’s tips for tech in the
home
Katie Harrison is a specialist Occupational Therapist working in East
Lothian, Scotland. Katie has a background in dementia and has experience
working with technology as well as service delivery development.
Working alongside colleagues, they have created a working “smart home”
that they call the Wellwynd Hub. Opened in November 2018, it acts as an
assessment clinic.
“For me, it's about using the technology creatively [and] supporting
someone to meet their goals, carry out their activities of daily living, and
support them to do a task,’ said Katie.
“I'm trying to maintain their independence for as long as possible by
working with the person or their family to establish what's important to
them,” she added.
With that in mind, here are Katie’s top tips.
10. Use smart speakers for orientation
For some with dementia, smart speakers can help them to orientate. You
can ask what the day and time is or use it to know what the weather will
do.
11. Create a shopping list
Alexa’s shopping feature is a great tool. Use it to add items to your
shopping list. The other great thing is that information pools through to the
Alexa app. So, if you or your relative has that app on your phone when
you're right in the supermarket, then you've got that information there.
12. Prompts and reminders, including medications
You can create a variety of lists using Alexa. It could be a list of visitors or
medication prompts and reminders. At the Wellwynd Hub, Katie and the

team are using Amazon Alexa buttons so when the person has received a
medication prompt and have taken their medications. They hit the button,
and it pings an alert to the family member with a pre-set message letting
them know.
She also recommends reminders for short-term events – such as switching
the cookers off – and for regular, recurring events such as putting the bins
out.
13. Keeping connected with family and friends
The Wellwynd Hub is using the Echo Show, which has a screen. The
screen provides added benefits. Most notably, the opportunity for face-toface video calls. “It’s great for reducing isolation and keeping people
engaged and connected with family and friends, particularly over the last
year,” said Katie.
14. Smarter dining with the Echo Show

As an OT, Katie recommends using the Echo Show and YouTube to
access recipes, which can help build confidence. It could be something as
simple as making a pot of soup or using it to make a cup of tea. In people
with Vascular Dementia, for example, sequential tasks can prove difficult.
People also use the Echo Show or an iPad for digital dining.

Katie said: “So one person would have their device set up in a dining area,
and they'll cook a meal and connect to the friend or relative who could even
be a few hundred miles apart. What we find is actually it motivates people
to prepare a meal.
All tips are from a FREE AbilityNet Live! webinar. For details of more FREE
webinars, visit www.abilitynet.org.uk/live.
YouTube video player
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